
Agenda
1. Events leading up to Saturday

DISCUSSION: CONCERN: there are very few classes on Friday afternoons. It takes a lot of ground-work 
to plan a walk-out. It’s too hard to complete this in a couple days. Walk out will most likely be too rushed. 
ALTERNATIVE: Host another meeting like this but host it outside on campus, so people can leave class 
to come see it and get together to debate education/student issues. CONCERN: We still need media 
attention before Saturday even if it’s not in the form of a walk-out. Leaflets and advertisements are a 
good idea; spread them everywhere. OPINION: Mainstream Media will most likely ignore us, and they 
control the message. We are our own media, so this way we decide what the message is and what light it’s 
painted in. CONCERN: If we’re doing something before Saturday, we need to do something that creates 
momentum leading up to Saturday.

PROPOSAL: Can we propose Wednesday (with Matthew), Thursday (with Dana) and Friday (with 
Craig), 9 a.m. at King’s Place. Meet up with chalk, and begin inviting people to write on the sidewalk. The 
topic will be “What do you want to see change in this city/province/country/world?”
CONSENSUS: Reached.

PROPOSAL: Meet every night until the 15th, at 7 p.m. in the Blue Room (we can set time limits on 
topics).
CONSENSUS: Reached.

PROPOSAL: Hold an outside open discussion about student issues. FRIDAY: 1:30pm-2:30pm on UNB 
campus for 1 HOUR (in front of the HIL - if raining, meet in the Café area). Then, 2:30 Lower Courtyard 
on STU campus.
CONSENSUS: Reached.

2. Exact details for the 15th 

DISCUSSION: CONCERN: City hall is under construction. Where else can we be? Where is it safe to 
go? Should we get police escorts? What are we going to do during the protest on the 15th? Is there an 
opportunity to have workshops? Longevity? Capabilities… how are we going to occupy? Long-term, one 
day rally? CONCERN: If long-term, we need logistical things like food and medical care, facilities for 
housing people. CONCERN: Because people are students, they have obligations for school. Periodical 
occupations could work instead of long-term, or in shifts? Make it a community area where people can 
come hang out. 

PROPOSAL: Save the march route & details for later on (possibly tomorrow?)
CONSENSUS: Blocked: Just a question; how are we marching? Are we getting in the way of traffic or just 
on the sidewalks?

ANSWERS: Walking in the streets is legal but you need to move when police asks you to move. We 
should cover the major financial institutions and probably end at the Legislature Building. We don’t 
have a Wall Street but our next best thing is the banks themselves. If we decide to march in the streets, 
you need to make sure you have marshalls (people who can direct the crowd and make sure everybody 
is safe). We need to be aware of agent provocateurs. This is a COMPLETELY PEACEFUL movement and 
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no violence will be tolerated. Our Legislative Building meeting spot after the march could be the place to 
occupy. 

CONSENSUS 2: Everybody agrees.

3. Sub-Committees 

DISCUSSION: Have 1-2 people head a group, and then anybody can volunteer to be part of it, so it gives 
people something to do. Everybody goes around the room and says what they would like to see as a sub-
committee. There were a TON of topics.

PROPOSAL: Issues, Caucuses, Logistics are the 3 official sub-committees; the rest of the topics can fall 
under those ones.
CONSENSUS: Reached.

PROPOSAL: Change Logistics to Organization?
CONSENSUS: Reached.

DISCUSSION: We need to have 1-2 leaders of each group, then volunteers can be a part of that. Who 
wants to be heads of the groups? ORGANIZATIONAL: Dana and Arthur. They make sure meetings and 
events happen. They have their own Facebook group already. People are free to join. CAUCUSES: Chris 
and Meghan. This is to represent groups of people. ISSUES: Mary-Dan. This is to cover a wide range of 
different issues. Everybody agree? YES

Here is a list of the possible SUB-sub committees:

•	 Environmental - ISSUES
•	 Promotion/Media Team - ORGANIZATIONAL
•	 Educational Activities - CAUCUS
•	 Students - CAUCUS
•	 Pensions/Retirement - CAUCUS
•	 Creativity or Cultural (Art/Theatre/Music) - ORGANIZATIONAL
•	 Alternatives to Government/Critique of the Economy - ISSUES
•	 Capitalism Critiques (Economic Contradictions, Government Spending, Dismantling Canada into Different 

Countries, Monopolies)
•	 Indigenous Outreach - CAUCUS/ISSUE
•	 Medical & Legal Team - ORGANIZATIONAL
•	 Food Security - ISSUES
•	 NB Working Group - ISSUES
•	 Prison Industry - ISSUES
•	 Structure - ORGANIZATIONAL
•	 Statement Committees - ISSUES

Stuff we didn’t quite get to, but are still there, and can fit under other little sub-categories (we 
will get to these at a later date):

•	 Workshop Committee
•	 Recreational Drugs
•	 Demonization of Specific Drugs
•	 Big Pharma
•	 Mental Illness System
•	 Peaceful Moderators/Marshalls
•	 Incorporating Team (New People Greeters)



•	 Police Representatives
•	 Safety Representatives
•	 Homeless Outreach
•	 Drafting Team
•	 Logistical Aspects (food, comfort)
•	 Marginalized Peoples
•	 Community Contacts

PROPOSAL: ADOPT A SOLIDARITY COMMITTEE?
CONSENSUS: Everybody agrees

PROPOSAL: ADOPT THE TWITTER HASH-TAG “OCCUPYFRED” AND BEGIN USING IT.
CONSENSUS: Everybody agrees.

General Notes
•	 Important to remember, economic concerns are similar to the US - The US kind of dictates the world’s 

policy, so if they go down, then we can go under as well. So we are concerned about that.
•	 At the protest, have a booth that people can submit concerns to while the protest is going on. During 

General Assemblies, bring them up for discussion. This helps people who aren’t good at speaking in public.
•	 Have drums at the protest to create a rhythm at the protest! People react well to rhythms and beats.
•	 Political parties may come and speak but should we turn them down? Most likely yes... We can’t have a 

certain political party trying to take over. This is open to all political persuasions. EVERY SINGLE PERSON. 
But we must remember that no matter what separate organizations/unions/projects, THEY DO NOT RUN 
THE SHOW. The people run the show.

•	 List of demands? What can we tell our politicians that we want to change, when asked? Think of why you 
yourself are doing this.

•	 Please know your rights. In the heat of the moment, when police start saying things, they can say anything. 
It can get very stressful. KNOW YOUR RIGHTS. Please look up laws on marching, protesting, etc... Educate 
yourself on protesting peacefully. Idea: hold a workshop on how to protest in a legal, peaceful way?


